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Extensions & Connectors
Extensions and integrations
Extensions
Integrate internal file server with DAM

Integrate the internal file server with Media Organizer (DAM) and update all websites, webshops and
systems automatically, where images, graphics and video are used - directly from the internal file
server.

Extended log, history and rettighedsstyring

Project Organizer is an extension to Dynamic Publisher, which secures control of images, graphics,
texts, data and versions of publication content, including logging and history on all changes.

Shop and order

Web to Print is an extension to Dynamic Publisher, with online versioning of POS, campaign
and profile material, and ordering and reordering, including order workflow and order set-up.

Connectors
Integrate DAM with SharePoint

Media Organizer (DAM) is integrable with Sharepoint. This means that images, graphics and video
can be searched and opened in Sharepoint, directly from Media Organizer.

Integrate PIM and DAM with Mobile Apps

Automatic update of texts, images, graphics, video in Mobile Apps,
from Media Organizer (DAM) and Text & Data Organizer (PIM)

Integrate DAM with Word and Powerpoint

Images and graphics in for example .psd, .tiff or .ai formats, are automatically converted for use in Word
and Powerpoint, when selected by user from Media Organizer in Word and PowerPoint and inserted.

Integrate with central user control

The user control (AD) in the company or organisation is integrable with Media Organzer, Text & Data
Organizer and Dynamic Publisher. Users and logins are controlled from existing user control.

Integrate PIM and DAM with webshop

Product data, texts, translations, images, graphics and video in webshop
are automatically updatable from Text & Data Organizer (PIM) and Media Organizer (DAM).

Integrate PIM and DAM with website

Images, graphics and video in webshop are automatically updatable from Media Organizer,
the same are texts and product data from Text & Data Organizer.

Integrate PIM with financial system

Product data and specifications from the company’s financial system are automatically transferable to
Text & Data Organizer and add other texts, translations, images, graphics and video.

Extend and integrate basic modules

